Wineries Unlimited 2000

**********Wineries Unlimited 2000**********
Monday, March 13 - Thursday, March 16
THEME FOR 2000: The Eastern Industry in the New Century
This four-day program of seminars and exhibits is designed exclusively for winemakers and growers of North America East of the Rockies. Lancaster Host Hotel, Lancaster, PA
THE PREMIER TRADE SHOW & SEMINAR PROGRAM IN THE EAST*ALL-DAY NEWCOMER SESSIONS
http://www.vwm-online.com/Trade%20Shows/Wineries%20Unlimited/WU_Home.html
Some topics include RIESLING, RED HYBRID FOCUS, MARKETING, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, VINEYARD FLOOR MANAGEMENT
100+ EXHIBITORS, BEST 100 WINERIES" TASTING, BUFFETT
ALL-DAY BARREL ROOM MANAGEMENT SEMINAR, "AN EASTERN PERSPECTIVE"
(Seperate Admission)
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